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Abstract— Anonymizing network gives anonymous access to their users by hiding their IP address. In anonymizing
network users share their data with another network services, for accessing one user to other user data
communication process. User behaviour is main task in present days. For observe this of task efficiently, nymble a
misbehaving user detection mechanism can be developed. Mobile crowd sensing (MCS) is one of the major trends
which plays vital roles in areas such as traffic monitoring and commercial advertisements by taking data shared by
users by analysis. Major concern in MCS is data transitions may lead to leakage of private data such as IP address
and identities, when they share their data to third parties. In this paper we give how we provide anonymous
authentication scheme to the user who share their important data to any third party.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Anonymizing network is use to protect privacy and identity of the users, giving them anonymous access to services
provided by many web servers. If any user misbehaves, taking advantage of anonymity, the site administrators have to
block complete anonymizing network because they can not find and block particular misbehaving user. Nymble, the base
system used to solve such type of problem. It maps user’s system IP address by pseudonym and assign ticket for them to
give anonymous access to servers. This Anonymous authentication is apply for many area like mobile crowd sensing
(MCS). The increasing use of sensors on today’s smart phones has already opened up new possibilities for collecting
sensed information from environment. Mobile crowd sensing apply to the huge varity of sensing model in which
particular with sensing and computing devices are capable to gather and grant important data for third parties. MCS can
be spread out on many field of applications, such as health monitoring, traffic monitoring and so on. Following figure 1
shows many field of application of MCS.

Fig.1 crowd sensing application
MCS applications can be used to able a broad spectrum of applications, ranging from monitoring the pollution condition
or location based services to monitoring traffic conditions. Assigning cover of safety and secrecy of exchanging
information in MCS turn to develop attention from the industry and academia since the sensing data are usually sensitive
for participants or users. Most of the time users take care regarding the destruction of their secrete data when they share
their data to any third parties. To target on such problem, propose a blacklist based anonymous authentication scheme in
which participants can enjoy an anonymous environment and allow their data without worrying about any data leakage.
We apply anonymous authentication scheme to mobile crowd sensing for the purpose of security and privacy.
II. EXISTING SYSTEM
Existing system does not provide lots of security. Anonymous users can change their IP address and also flood may come
to the network. Some site such as Wikipedia can not control this kind of misbehaving users or participants, so website get
users IP address and block that misbehaving IP addresses. Below the shell of privacy, many times users damaged popular
web sites as we can say in previous such as Wikipedia. When any particular user misbehave at that time site
administrator can not blacklist one particular user’s IP address they block the entire anonymizing network. In other
words, a few “bad onion” can spoil the other one. But through anonymous user routing the IP address and use proxy
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server or some other IP changing software user can enter into network. This system having such type of limitations which
degraded our performance.
Disadvantages
 Blocking system does not provide security.
 Any user can change IP and enter into network.
 There is no way to stop anonymity in such type of system and website admins can block only fake IP.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The present system provide several solution on existing system problem, each provide some degree of liability. In
pseudonymous credential systems if user misbehave they should added into the blacklist. Anonymous credential systems
employ group signatures. Basic group signature permit servers to dismiss a misbehaving use’s anonymity by complaining
to a network manager. Server must query the network manager for every authentication, and thus lacks accessible. We
show main entities involved in our scheme those are as follow.
 Participant
 Pseudonym Manager (PM)
 Application Provider (AP)
 Network Manager (NM)
Following figure 2 shows model for anonymous authentication scheme which focus on main four entities of it.

Fig.2 model for anonymous authentication scheme
Participant: Using sensors on everyday devices, such as personal digital assistant(PDA), phones participant share their
important data to the application provider. Participant with identity uid must register with the PM i.e. pseudonym
manager once in each linkability window. Transaction is divided into linkability window of duration w, each of them is
divided into m transaction identifiers. A participant must register once in each linkability window, after accessing to
application provider m times, participant must have to register again. When participant or we can say user share their
information about subject of interest to the application provider, but before that they must have to get pseudonym form
the pseudonym manager.
Pseudonym Manager (PM): During System initialization NM interacts with other entities. Firstly, NM generates a
number of private keys for the system. This private keys are used to generate the pseudonym and verify the integrity of
pseudonym for NM, and then NM issues it to PM through a secure communication channel. Participant must first contact
the pseudonym manager and confirm control over a resource; for IP address blocking, participant is required to connect
to PM directly. This pseudonym is require for participant for get access of different application also. PM only knows
participant or user identity-pseudonym pairs.
Application Provider (AP): Application provider not only provide services to participant but also manage reputation
score of participant. They manage scoring grades, updating scores and modifying scores also. Application provider
manage blacklist of misbehaving participant, because of it we can predict participant’s authority for enjoying anonymous
environment. Application provider set policies that each participant have to satisfy. Each provider may register at most
once in linkability window.
Network Manager (NM): Network manager is in charge of maintaining and computing the participant’s current scores
and generating the participant’s credential in order to authenticate with application provider. NM having control center of
the system. After getting pseudonym from the PM , participant connect to the network manager through anonymizing
network. Network manager only knows the pseudonym-server pair. They are place between this two entities. NM knows
which application provider, particular participant wants to contact, but other information such as participant’s IP address
is kept unknown.
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Advantages: System having certain advantages such as follow,
 Instead of getting real indentity, adversary can get only pseudonyms of participants.
 Nonrepudiation is one of the property of the system through which participant can not deny that he has accessed
the service provided by application provider.
 Participant who is in blacklist he can not access anonymous service. Blacklist is maintain such misbehaving
participant.
 Provide unlinkability through which not leak any information to an adversary by allowing them to trace it.
IV. CONTRIBUTION OF THIS PAPER
Blacklisting misbehaving users: Through anonymous authentication we can prevent malicious user’s misbehaviour.
Participant’s score are manage by application provider, also provide a series of policies that participant’s reputation
scores must satisfy. If their score not satisfy then they will be added in the blacklist.
Assign score to participants: Measure participant’s access authority by their scores which is scored by application
provider. Application provider assign positive or negative score to each and every user according to their behaviour.
Efficiency: This system use huge take over only if its behaviour is acceptable at the server. This makes use of
inexpensive symmetric key encryption to achieve anonymous authentication instead of public key encryption.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we motivated the need of anonymous authentication scheme when private and valuable information is share
to third party. Utilized the blacklist technique to propose a practical anonymous scheme to preserve privacy of participant
when they make access to terminal. System support anonymous blacklisting relying on trusted third parties that are
capable of linking users. Provide symmetric key encryption through which achieve anonymous blacklisting, anonymity,
nonrepudiation and unlinkability.
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